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Lateral epicondylalgia (tennis elbow) is primarily a condition of pain in the area of the lateral humeral epicondyle. LE affects 1% to 3% of the general population and up to 15% of workers in atrisk industries. [1] [2] [3] [4] In addition to the clinical characteristics of pain and reduced function, [5] [6] [7] bilateral sensorimotor impairments are present in patients with LE. 8, 9 The sensorimotor system is defined as a component of the motor control system and is used to describe the sensory, motor, and central integration and processing components involved in maintaining stability during dynamic movement. 10, 11 The sensorimotor system includes joint position sense, sensation of force, and neuromuscular control that involves both feedforward and feedback mechanisms. 11 Reaction time and speed of movement are simple measures of sensorimotor function and have been shown to be significantly slower in participants with LE compared with healthy controls. 8, 9 Deficits in sensorimotor function have been identified previously in other chronic musculoskeletal conditions such as patellofemoral pain syndrome, 12 low back pain, 13, 14 and shoulder disorders. 15, 16 Conservative treatments have been found to be beneficial in improving sensorimotor function in knee and shoulder disorders [17] [18] [19] ; however, the impact of conservative treatments on sensorimotor deficits in LE is unknown. Typically, conservative treatment is aimed at reducing pain and improving function in patients with LE. There is strong evidence to suggest that most patients with LE report improvement in their condition in the long term (52 weeks) if they adopt a wait-and-see approach, a physical therapy program, or corticosteroid injections. [20] [21] [22] In particular, a physical therapy program of mobilization with movement and therapeutic exercise was found to be more effective than a wait-and-see approach in the short term and superior to corticosteroid injections in the long term. Corticosteroid injections were found to be superior to both physical therapy and waitand-see in the short term, but had a high recurrence rate after 6 weeks. [20] [21] [22] The effect of these treatment approaches, while demonstrating efficacy on outcome measures of pain and function, is unknown for sensorimotor impairments in patients with LE. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of physical therapy and corticosteroid injections compared with a wait-and-see (natural history) approach on sensorimotor function. We hypothesized that sensorimotor deficits would abate over time, in line with the previously reported resolution of the condition, 20 and that an active physical therapy treatment would speed up this recovery more than a corticosteroid injection or natural resolution over time.
METHODS
We conducted an assessor-blinded, randomized controlled trial that investigated the effects of 3 treatment interventions for patients with LE. 20 Participant recruitment, determination of eligibility, and the randomization procedure have been described elsewhere, as have the primary outcome measures of global improvement, assessor severity, and pain-free grip strength. 20 In addition to these primary outcome measures, we evaluated sensorimotor function, which is the focus of this article. All participants gave written informed consent prior to enrolment into the study, and ethical approval was gained from the institutional human research ethics committee prior to commencement of data collection.
Participants
One hundred ninety-eight participants, recruited from the general community (Brisbane, Australia), age 18 to 65 years with a clinical diagnosis of unilateral LE of a minimum 6 weeks duration were enrolled in the trial. A prerequisite for inclusion was that participants had not received any active treatment by a health practitioner in the previous 6 months. The participants were randomly assigned via concealed allocation to physical therapy, corticosteroid injections, or a wait-and-see approach. Demographic and baseline characteristics are reported in table 1, and figure 1 illustrates the flow of participants through the trial.
Intervention
The participants assigned to the wait-and-see group were given ergonomic advice on how to modify their daily activities to avoid aggravating their elbow symptoms. Participants assigned to the corticosteroid injection group were given a local injection of 1mL 1% lignocaine with 10mg of triamcinolone acetonide in 1mL, at painful points of the elbow, with the advice to return gradually to normal activities. The physical therapy treatment consisted of Mulligan's Mobilization with Movement manipulation technique 23 and a customized therapeutic exercise program. 24 There were 8 treatment sessions over 6 weeks. Participants in the physical therapy group were also instructed on a home exercise program and self-mobilization.
Outcome Measures
A series of reaction time tasks for the upper limb were evaluated by a blinded assessor using a Sensorimotor Interface Hand Module.
a Reliability has previously been reported for this module. 25 The tasks consisted of SRT, 1-choice reaction time and corresponding speed of movement 1, and 2-choice reaction time and corresponding speed of movement 2. Reaction times were measured in milliseconds as the time delay between a light stimulus and the release of the hand from the central plate ( figure 2 ). In the simple reaction task, participants were asked to move their hand off the plate in reaction to the light. The other 2 reaction time tests required hand movements from the central plate toward the plate with a light stimulus, with either 1-choice reaction time or 2-choice reaction time possible choices. Movement speed (cm/s) was calculated by dividing the distance between the central and target plate by the time taken for hand movement from 1 plate to the other. All participants were tested according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer. 26 The tasks were assessed in a predetermined sequence-SRT, 1-choice reaction time + speed of movement 1, 2-choice reaction time + speed of movement 2-with the unaffected side measured first to facilitate familiarization with the protocol. 27 Outcome measures were taken at baseline and at 3, 6, 12, 26, and 52 weeks of follow-up to evaluate the time course of sensorimotor function. In addition to the evaluation of changes over time, the results from the participants with LE were compared with previously published normative data.
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Data Analysis
Baseline characteristics known to affect upper-limb reaction time and speed of movement (age, sex, hand dominance, duration of condition) 25 were evaluated for the pooled LE cohort using 2-way analysis of variance (P<.05). The primary end points for the trial were 6 weeks (short-term) and 52 weeks (long-term). For the LE population, we derived estimates of effect for all continuous outcome measures by using change scores from baseline in a 3-way analysis of variance with time, treatment group, and side (affected, unaffected) defined as fixed factors. We reported adjusted results if patient characteristics (eg, age, sex) were found to influence outcomes over time significantly. Significance was set at 0.01 (99% CI) to compensate for the increase in type I error resulting from multiple testing. In addition, comparison between the LE group at baseline with the previously reported control group data, 9 and the LE group at 52 weeks of follow-up with the control group data (n=40), were performed using a 2-way analysis of variance with time (baseline and 52 weeks) and condition (LE and normative) as fixed factors. For these post hoc comparisons, significance was set at .01. All statistical analyses were performed on an intention-to-treat basis. In addition to statistical significance, whether the size of the differences were clinically meaningful was judged using a data-driven approach in which previously reported standard error of the measure acted as a proxy for the minimal clinically important difference.
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RESULTS
Demographic Effects
There were differences in baseline sensorimotor measures based on sex, arm dominance, age, and duration of the condition at the time of presentation. Men were significantly faster than women for SRT (mean difference of 11ms for their affected arm, 95% CI, 1-20; and 10ms for their unaffected arm, 95% CI, 0.6 -19), speed of movement 1 (mean difference affected arm, 13cm/s, 95% CI, 6-20; unaffected arm, 11cm/s, 95% CI, 5-17), and speed of movement 2 (mean difference affected arm, 15cm/s, 95% CI, 8-23; unaffected arm, 11cm/s, 95% CI, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] (fig 3) . The dominant side affected was significantly slower than the nondominant side at baseline for 1-choice reaction time (mean difference, 14ms, 95% CI, 2-26) and 2-choice reaction time (mean difference, 15ms, 95% CI, 2-27). In contrast, the dominant side affected was significantly faster than the nondominant side affected for speed of movement 2 by 9 cm/s (95% CI, 0.3-18) (fig 4) . There was a significant difference in reaction times between older and younger participants for the baseline measures of affected 2-choice reaction time and unaffected SRT ( fig 5) . To understand better the influence of age on these measures, we subgrouped our participants according to decades (<40y, 41-50y, >51y) 25 and found the youngest group (<40y) was significantly faster for affected side 2-choice reaction time (mean difference, 18ms, 95% CI, 1-34) and slower for unaffected side SRT (mean difference, 16ms, 95% CI, 3-28) compared with the oldest age group (>50y). For duration of condition (fig 6) , participants with a longer duration of condition at presentation (split about the median of 22 weeks) were significantly faster on SRT than those with a shorter duration of condition (mean difference, 11ms, 95% CI, 1-20).
Comparison With Normative Data
All measures of reaction time and speed of movement were significantly delayed in the LE group at baseline compared with normative data (P<.001) (see table 2; figs 7-9). Despite a tendency towards improvement in reaction time, the LE group did not significantly improve from baseline to 6 and 52 weeks of follow-up (see table 3 ). Furthermore, the LE group remained significantly delayed in reaction times (P<.001) and slower in speeds of movement (P<.001) at 52 weeks compared with normative data (see table 2; figs 7-9). There was no significant difference in sensorimotor performance between affected and unaffected sides at follow-up in the LE cohort (P>.30) (see table  3 ).
Between-Group Effects
The sensorimotor measures were similar at baseline between all 3 treatment groups (wait-and-see, corticosteroid injection, and physical therapy) within the LE cohort (see table 3 ). The type of treatment did not significantly influence sensorimotor performance over time for any measure (see table 3 ).
DISCUSSION
Sensorimotor deficits such as delayed upper-limb reaction time and slower speed of movement are present in participants with LE. This study is the first to reveal that these deficits do not return to values comparable to those of healthy controls over a 12-month period in participants with LE. Reaction times showed a tendency toward normalization over the first 6 weeks, but this change slowed after 6 weeks, and a plateau was observed for the remainder of the follow-up. This pattern of improvement in the first 6 weeks was not significant for reaction time or speed of movement measures. The plateau in improvement seen after 6 weeks and the deficits noted at long-term follow-up when the LE group data were compared with normative data, suggest that sensorimotor deficits do not recover in the long term. Overall, the affected and unaffected side behaved similarly for all measures, with no significant difference between sides over time, suggesting that the bilateral deficits previously identified 8, 9 persist over time in patients with a unilateral condition. The sensorimotor deficits identified in participants with LE may be explained through changes to central neuromotor processing. There is evidence to suggest that pain has an effect on timing of muscle activation and reorganization within the primary somatosensory cortex of the brain. 29, 30 It may be that with continued use of the affected limb in the presence of pain, such as that experienced with LE, movement of the upper limb is altered. 31, 32 Faulty proprioceptive input through altered movement may then disrupt the internal representation of the body that the brain uses to control movement. 33 This disruption may cause incongruence between motor output and sensory feedback, thereby resulting in impairments in sensorimotor function. 34 In this study, however, measures of sensorimotor function did not follow a pattern of recovery similar to that of measures of pain and function. Measures of pain and function do not appear to capture directly the sensorimotor deficits in participants with LE, and therefore, there is a need to investigate further the significance and relevance of sensorimotor deficits in LE. Central neuromotor changes and communication between cerebral hemispheres 35, 36 may be responsible for the bilateral deficits in upper-limb reaction time and speed of movement seen in this study as well as previously. 8, 9 It has been proposed that transfer of information between homologous cortical areas during a unilateral motor task occurs in the healthy population, regardless of hemisphere dominance. 35, 36 Perhaps through a mechanism of interhemispheric communication, 36 the impaired motor task on the injured side is mapped onto the uninjured side, resulting in bilateral deficits associated with this group of participants with unilateral LE. Baseline measures of sensorimotor function were different between sexes, dominant/nondominant sides, ages, and duration of condition. These findings are in line with previously reported data Kauranen and Vanharanta, 25 as part of a reliability study, reported standard error of the measures for 2-choice reaction time (17.4ms) and speed of movement 2 (8.8cm/s) for the upper limb. Using the assumption that a minimal clinically important difference will lie outside the standard error of the measure, 28 it is possible that the differences seen between subgroups of patients at baseline, although statistically significant, are not clinically meaningful, particularly for the reaction time measures, where the differences averaged 13.5 milliseconds. Alternatively, these differences between our data and previously reported data may be a function of the condition of LE, because the previous study used a healthy uninjured cohort. 25 The physical therapy treatment in this study, which included pain-free upper-limb endurance and strength exercises, did not preferentially influence the sensorimotor deficits as hypothesized. The effects of a 10-week exercise program on sensorimotor function in 16 healthy women has been investigated by Kauranen et al 37 in a previous study that reported a statistically significant improvement of 16ms in 2-choice reaction time, but no significant change in speed of movement 2, pre-exercise to postexercise. The authors postulated an increase in neural activation may have been responsible for the improvement seen in some sensorimotor measures after the 10-week exercise program. However, in our trial, the physical therapy treatment, which showed an improvement of 12 milliseconds for 2-choice reaction time at 6 weeks, was no different from the improvement seen in the corticosteroid injection or wait-and-see groups. Kauranen 37 did not include a comparison (control) group in their study, so it is difficult to evaluate the clinical relevance of their findings. It should be noted that the conservative treatments applied in our study were not designed to target sensorimotor function specifically. The treatment interventions used in our study were designed to target pain and functional deficits (eg, pain-free grip strength) rather than sensorimotor deficits. It is possible, therefore, that other treatments that specifically target the sensorimotor deficits may influence measures of sensorimotor function more than was observed in this study. A post hoc power analysis confirmed that the number of participants in the clinical trial was adequate to identify a clinically important difference over time for the physiotherapy group. Using a data-driven approach in which the standard error of the measure acts as a proxy for the minimal clinically important difference, 28 an improvement in 2-choice reaction time greater than the standard error of the measure of 17.4ms 25 would require a sample size of 59 participants a group (power=90%, α=.05, SD=40). Importantly, the sample size of 66 participants a group was based on the previously published outcome measure of global improvement. 21 This sample size was found to be sufficient to detect statistically and clinically important differences between the treatment groups for measures of global improvement, pain, and function. 20 Reaction time and speed of movement are only 1 way by which sensorimotor function may be measured. Sensorimotor function also encompasses joint position sense, sensation of force and effort through muscle contraction, and sensations of perceived timing of muscle contractions. 38, 39 Thus, deficits in reaction time and speed of movement may be reflective of deficits in other sensorimotor measures such as joint position error and sensation of force in participants with LE; however, this requires further investigation if we are to understand better the significance of sensorimotor deficits in LE. A limitation of this study is that the normative data used in this study were measured at a single time point and not repeated over time, as the LE cohort data were. It is possible that the initial improvements seen within the LE cohort represent a learning effect through repeated testing over time. However, if a learning effect is present in sensorimotor testing, then it is reasonable to expect similar improvements over time in a healthy population. As a result, the differences between the participant with LE and the healthy group that we observed in this study may be an underestimation of the real differences. This would add support to our conclusion that sensorimotor deficits remain present over time despite resolution of symptoms.
It is unclear what significance these sensorimotor impairments hold in patients with LE. Several possibilities may explain our findings. One explanation may be that sensorimotor performance is not closely related to pain and disability in the condition of LE, because the change over time is markedly different in sensorimotor measures compared with pain and function measures. [20] [21] [22] If this is the case, then it is conceivable that continuing sensorimotor deficits will be present despite reported recovery in patients with LE. It is also feasible that the slower upper-limb reaction times and speed of movement precede the development of chronic injuries such as LE. 8, 9 Finally, the continuation of sensorimotor deficits after a participant reports recovery may explain the tendency of chronic conditions such as LE to recur, 40 in some ways similar to patellofemoral pain syndrome. 41 It is clear after our study that further work is required to understand better the significance of sensorimotor impairments in LE.
CONCLUSIONS
Sensorimotor deficits are bilateral in unilateral LE, and although they demonstrate a tendency toward resolution in the first 6 weeks, deficits were still present after 12 months. The persistence of sensorimotor deficits over time contrasts with the resolution of pain and normalization of function, such as pain-free grip strength. The treatment interventions investigated in this trial did not specifically aim to restore sensorimotor function and did not influence sensorimotor function over time. 
